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Note on transcriptions

In transcribing corrections from manuscripts, I use the following conventions:

- `cats and dogs` added level in a blank space or adjacent to the end of the line
- `cats dogs and` added in the margin
- `cats ^and dogs^` and interlined above the line, in this case with a caret mark of some sort
- `cats and [cats]dogs` crossed out, subpuncted or erased; `dogs` interlined above the line
- `cats and [cats]dogs^` crossed out, subpuncted or erased; `dogs` interlined above the line
- `cats erased; dogs written over the erasure` (overwritten)
- `cats [-d] dogs` a word between `cats` and `dogs` crossed out, subpuncted or erased and impossible to read, but likely having three letters, two of them indeterminable, the last likely `d`
- `[->][cats and dogs]` `cats and dogs` written over erasure; the erasure now illegible but of the same length as the writing above it
- `[->][cats and dogs]` `cats and dogs` written over erasure; the erasure now illegible and slightly longer than the writing above it, with space left blank
- `cats <and> dogs` and difficult to read for whatever reason

The terms cross out, subpunct, erase and interlineate or interline are explained in Chapter 5.

I have used italics to mark all expansions of abbreviations, which is ugly but necessary here, as the argument often concerns points of spelling. I have not usually noted my policy for deciding which possible marks of
Note on transcriptions

abbreviation to treat as 'otiose' strokes, unless relevant to the argument. As most of the manuscripts date from the fifteenth century, I have tended to ignore flourishes and horizontal marks as otiose when they would add <e> to word-final <ch>, <gh>, <ght>, <m>, <n> and <th> (for instance, ignoring an otiose stroke on II in 'will' in the epigraph to Chapter 1), but tended to expand them when they would add <e> to <r> or would add <i>, <n> or <u> to <on>, <iou> or <ion>. I have reproduced the punctuation in manuscripts as best I could in typescript. The punctus elevatus is reproduced thus: . with a full-stop followed by an apostrophe. For clarity about what is a scribal punctus, my ellipses of quotations are in square brackets thus [ . . . ].

I place letters discussed for their spelling in angle brackets, such as <ght>, phonetic symbols in virgules, such as /xt/, and graphs discussed as visual phenomena in bold, such as ʒ.

I provide line numbers from manuscripts only when the feature discussed seems difficult to spot. Such line numbers follow the folio and a virgule / and, where relevant, 'a' or 'b' to specify which column: f. 1r/a7 is the seventh line on the first column of the first page.

If modern editions have line numbers, I use them rather than page numbers. I place 'book' numbers in roman numerals before a point: Fall, i.1421 is book i, line 1421 of Lydgate's The Fall of Princes. If the line numbers restart on each page, as in some editions of prose, the page number is given followed by the line number after a point: Brut, 243.6 is line 6 on page 243 of the Middle English prose Brut as edited by Friedrich W. D. Brie.
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